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ton, appears doomed to extinction-one recent
survey found 11 individuals, only one of which
was female.
Mia Tegner, a research marine biologist at
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC
San Diego, says there were many factors behind
the state’s failure to halt the demise of the abalone fishery. DFG biologists first recognized
that abalone were in trouble in the 1970s. At
that time, however, experts thought they could
reverse the decline by seeding abalone beds
with hatchery-reared juveniles. Unfortunately,
says Tegner, optimism about the potential for
seeding, which did not prove successful, was
used to forestall actions to protect the fishery.
Although some areas were closed and other actions taken to limit harvesting, abalone populations continued to decline. Poaching and inadequate funding for the DFG exacerbated the
problem, Tegner says.
Predation by sea otters, whose population
has expanded in recent decades, has reduced
the abundance of abalone in certain areas;
where sea otters are abundant, abalone are
much less common and rarely attain
harvestable size. But according to DFG biologists, sea otters are not a factor in the commercially harvested areas where abalone are most
in need of protection. In Northern California,
where commercial harvesting of abalone has
been prohibited by state law since 1945, recreational harvesting by divers without SCUBA
gear is still allowed and red abalone persist in
sufficient numbers to support a very active
sport fishery.
According to Treanor, the joint jurisdiction
of the FGC and the Legislature has complicated
management of abalone. For example, the Legislature had established in law the open and
closed seasons for abalone, thereby constraining the FGC‘s ability to control the harvest
more stringently by shortening the length of the
open season. The FGC has authority to close a
fishery for up to 2 years in a given area, but
first it must have biological data demonstrating
a problem, for which it usually relies on the
DFG. The commission also holds public hearings before taking action so that interested parties can provide their input.
“The awkwardness of how fisheries are
managed by the state can complicate mattersit’s a very democratic process, and it takes a
long time to reach a decision,” says Cooperative
Extension marine fisheries specialist Chris
Dewees.
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